Six-helix bundle (6HB) formation is an essential step for many viruses that rely on a class I fusion protein to enter a target cell and initiate replication. Because the binding modes of small molecule inhibitors of 6HB formation are largely unknown, precisely how they disrupt 6HB formation remains unclear, and structure-based design of improved inhibitors is thus seriously hampered. Here we present the high resolution crystal structure of TMC353121, a potent inhibitor of respiratory syncytial virus (RSV), bound at a hydrophobic pocket of the 6HB formed by amino acid residues from both HR1 and HR2 heptad-repeats. Binding of TMC353121 stabilizes the interaction of HR1 and HR2 in an alternate conformation of the 6HB, in which direct binding interactions are formed between TMC353121 and both HR1 and HR2. Rather than completely preventing 6HB formation, our data indicate that TMC353121 inhibits fusion by causing a local disturbance of the natural 6HB conformation.
Binding of a potent small-molecule inhibitor of six-helix bundle formation requires interactions with both heptad-repeats of the RSV fusion protein Six-helix bundle (6HB) formation is an essential step for many viruses that rely on a class I fusion protein to enter a target cell and initiate replication. Because the binding modes of small molecule inhibitors of 6HB formation are largely unknown, precisely how they disrupt 6HB formation remains unclear, and structure-based design of improved inhibitors is thus seriously hampered. Here we present the high resolution crystal structure of TMC353121, a potent inhibitor of respiratory syncytial virus (RSV), bound at a hydrophobic pocket of the 6HB formed by amino acid residues from both HR1 and HR2 heptad-repeats. Binding of TMC353121 stabilizes the interaction of HR1 and HR2 in an alternate conformation of the 6HB, in which direct binding interactions are formed between TMC353121 and both HR1 and HR2. Rather than completely preventing 6HB formation, our data indicate that TMC353121 inhibits fusion by causing a local disturbance of the natural 6HB conformation.
cocrystal structure | respiratory syncytial virus | TMC353121 | viral fusion T o allow the deposition of their nucleic acid genome into a host cell, and to initiate their replication cycle, enveloped viruses have evolved complex membrane fusion machinery that includes a fusion protein (1, 2) . Based on structural similarity, the viral fusion proteins from different viruses have been grouped into three distinct classes: I, II, and III (3, 4) . Prototypic trimeric class I fusion proteins include HIV-1 gp41, influenza hemagglutinin and the fusion proteins from paramyxoviruses. The fusion protein (F) of respiratory syncytial virus (RSV), a paramyxovirus belonging to the pneumovirinae subfamily, assembles into a homotrimer that is cleaved at two proximal furin cleavage sites during biosynthesis, priming the protein for membrane fusion. Proteolytic cleavage of the fusion protein precursor (F 0 ) yields two polypeptides, F 1 and F 2 , joined by a disulfide bridge (Fig. 1) . F 1 consists of an N-terminal hydrophobic fusion peptide, followed by a first heptad-repeat (HR1), an intervening globular domain, and a second heptadrepeat (HR2), which itself is N-terminal to the viral transmembrane and cytoplasmic regions (3) . Once fusion is triggered, dramatic refolding of the prefusion conformation of the viral fusion protein occurs. Functional and structural studies have provided evidence that a folding intermediate is formed that contains a coiled-coil structure of three HR1 heptad repeats (5) (6) (7) (8) . This intermediate allows the fusion peptide to be inserted into the plasma membrane of a target cell. In the final stage of membrane fusion, the HR1-CTC structure irreversibly refolds into a 6HB complex with three HR2 heptad-repeats, resulting in membrane merger and stable fusion pore formation (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) . In many viruses that rely on class I fusion proteins, the central HR1 trimeric coiled-coil (HR1-CTC) contains a hydrophobic pocket in each of its three grooves that has been proposed as a potential drug binding site (9, 10).
The therapeutic value of inhibiting 6HB formation was established with the development of the anti-HIV oligopeptide enfuvirtide (Fuzeon; ref. 15) . Since the emergence of Fuzeon, numerous efforts have been initiated to develop new peptides, cyclic D-peptides and small-molecules that inhibit fusion . Although it is well understood that peptides inhibit fusion by competitively preventing 6HB formation (21, 22, 39, 40) , the various mechanisms by which small-molecules that target the HR1-CTC inhibit 6HB formation remain largely unclear. These small-molecule inhibitors are thought to bind to the three identical hydrophobic pockets of the HR1-CTC folding intermediate, competing with HR2 for this site and thus preventing or disturbing natural 6HB formation (24, (27) (28) (29) (30) (31) (32) (33) (34) . However, to date there has been no direct structural evidence to support this hypothesis.
We now show that TMC353121, a potent RSV fusion inhibitor, binds to the 6HB through interactions with both HR1 and HR2. Rather than completely preventing HR2 binding to the HR1-CTC, binding of TMC353121 induces an alternate nonhelical conformation of the N terminus of HR2 in the 6HB. The presented binding mode is fully consistent with the structure-activity relationship of the TMC353121 series of compounds.
Results

TMC353121
Inhibits Both Virus-Cell and Cell-Cell Fusion. In a previous study, we reported the discovery of a series of substituted benzimidazoles that act as RSV fusion inhibitors (24) . To confirm the mechanism of action, we added TMC353121, a representative member of the benzimidazole chemical series (25, 26) , to parallel cultures of HeLa/M cells at different pre-and postvirus exposure time points. We evaluated the ability of the compound to inhibit production of extracellular progeny virus and cytopathic effect (CPE) by syncytia formation in comparison with other described RSV 6HB inhibitors ( Fig. 2A ; ref. 24, 27, 28, 41) . All compounds effectively inhibit RSV replication when added up to 3 h postvirus exposure (Fig. 2B) , hence acting early in the viral replication cycle. In addition, the compounds could be added as late as 15 h postinfection and still inhibit syncytia formation by 50% (Fig. 2C) . These results suggest that TMC353121 inhibits both virus-cell and cell-cell fusion.
In Vitro Resistance Mutations Raised Against TMC353121 Are Located in the F Protein. We raised resistant mutants in vitro to confirm that TMC353121 targets the F protein. Stable but single S398L and D486N mutations were selected in both Long strain and rgRSV224 viruses. The latter virus also selected for the S398L mutation, which in this case was followed by the appearance of an additional K394R mutation. D486N results in a 2,474-fold increase in EC 50 , while S398L causes a much more modest 194-fold increase. The EC 50 of the K394R/S398L double mutant in rgRSV224 is increased more than 30,000-fold (taking the CC 50 value of TMC353121 into account).
The observed mutations in response to TMC353121 are in the same F 1 polypeptide regions as those described previously for other small-molecule inhibitors of 6HB formation in RSV (24, 28, 42) . K394R and S398L are in the cysteine-rich region of the globular loop domain, whereas D486N is in the HR2 region that interacts with the HR1 hydrophobic pockets in the 6HB. No mutations were observed in other proteins of the virus, suggesting that the F protein is the sole target of TMC353121.
TMC353121 Binding to F Requires Interactions with Both HR1 and HR2
Heptad Repeats. The above results, together with previous work from our laboratory (24) (25) (26) and others (28, 42) , suggests that TMC353121 binds at the known hydrophobic pockets of the HR1-CTC. To further explore this hypothesis, we synthesized [ 125 I]TMC429962, a close and active analog of TMC353121 containing a diazirine moiety and an 125 I atom (Fig. 3A) . The diazirine moiety allows the compound to be covalently coupled to its target site by irradiating it with long wave UV light (27, 43) , although the 125 I atom serves as a radiotracer. This reagent allowed us to monitor the binding of [
125 I]TMC429962 to peptides derived from HR1 and HR2 (Fig. 1) .
N57 (HR1) and C39 (HR2) have previously been shown to constitute the proteinase K-resistant core of the RSV 6HB (10). IQN57 consists of N57 fused N-terminally to the trimeric coiledcoil GCN4-P l Q l (IQ) (44) , which improves the solubility of N57. Fusion of both coiled-coils was designed to preserve the heptadrepeat structure of IQN57 (Fig. 1 
Although [
125 I]TMC429962 binds to IQN57 when C39 is present, binding cannot be detected in the absence of C39 (Fig. 3B) . Reduced binding of [
125 I]TMC429962 to IQN57 is observed with C39-D486N, a C39 peptide containing the D486N resistance mutation, and binding is also completely abrogated for C27, a deletion mutant of C39 lacking the amino acids known to occupy the HR1-CTC hydrophobic pockets in the native 6HB (Figs. 1 and  3C ). As expected, TMC353121 and [
125 I]TMC429962 compete for the same binding pocket (Fig. 3D) .
To identify HR1 residues critical for binding of TMC353121, single alanine mutants of IQN57 at positions K191, K196, and Y198 were synthesized ( Fig. 1) , based on computer assisted prediction of electrostatic interactions between the side chains of these amino acids and TMC353121. Binding of [ 125 I]TMC429962 to the IQN57-Y198A mutant is significantly reduced by approximately 50% (Fig. 3E) Altogether these data identify the region where TMC353121 binds, and demonstrate that interactions with amino acids from both HR1 (Y198) and HR2 (D486) play a crucial role in binding.
Cocrystal Structure of TMC353121 Bound to the 6HB Reveals an Alternate 6HB Conformation. To further understand the structural basis of the interaction of TMC353121 with both heptad repeats, we performed cocrystallization of TMC353121 with a 6HB construct. The construct consisted of an N52 peptide, derived from the sequence of HR1 including the HR1 hydrophobic pocket, and C39 (Fig. 1) . This approach yielded crystals of the complex that diffracted to 1.47 Å resolution (Fig. S1 ). Bound TMC353121 fits unambiguously into the electron density maps.
The overall structure of the complex retains the threefold symmetry present in all published 6HB structures (Fig. 4A) , and superimposes well with the previously reported apo RSV 6HB structure (PDB ID 1G2C; Ref. 10) . TMC353121 binds at each of the three identical hydrophobic pockets of the trimeric HR1 core (Fig. 4A) , and the electron density maps and refined B-factors indicate full occupancy and low disorder.
Binding of TMC353121 to the 6HB involves an induced fit in which the four N-terminal residues of C39 lose their helical conformation and no longer occupy the hydrophobic groove formed between neighboring HR1 helices. In the structure reported here this vacated site is now occupied by bound TMC353121, with the inhibitor sandwiched between the N52 and C39 peptides (Fig. 4B) . The most significant conformational change involves a 136 degree rotation of the backbone ψ-angle of D486, resulting in partial unwinding of the α-helical backbone of HR2. In addition, the side chain conformations of HR1 residue D200 and HR2 residues D486 and E487 adopt different rotameric states to allow optimal interactions with bound TMC353121 (Table S1) .
Bound TMC353121 makes several hydrophobic and electrostatic interactions with both the HR1 and HR2 components of the observed inhibitor binding site (Fig. 4C) .The hydroxypyridine group is the most deeply buried part of the bound inhibitor and appears to make the most significant contribution to binding. This moiety is involved in multiple binding interactions with HR1: a hydrogen bond with the carboxylate of D200, parallel π-π stacking with Y198, and additional hydrophobic interactions with various residues of the binding site. The amino substituent at position 2 of the benzimidazole forms a hydrogen bond with D486 in HR2. Interestingly, F488, previously shown to occupy part of the HR1 hydrophobic pocket (10), is not significantly displaced when compared to the structure of the native RSV 6HB. Finally, a water-mediated hydrogen bonding network is observed between the side-chain of E487, the propanol hydroxyl, and the hydroxypyridine nitrogen of TMC353121. A polyethylene glycol molecule is observed bound near the morpholino group of TMC353121 (Fig. S2 ), but this does not appear to significantly impact the binding mode of TMC353121 (SI Text).
The TMC353121-bound complex buries 17% more surface area than the apo structure (5982 Å 2 and 5134 Å 2 , respectively). a 1.3 log reduction in activity (compound 2), and further truncation of the methylaminotoluene moiety yields an additional 0.8 log decrease in potency (compound 3). These dramatic effects are likely due to unfavorable changes in the observed water-mediated hydrogen bonding network (Fig. 4C) , and an overall reduction in hydrophobic binding contacts. The morpholinopropyl group is observed to slightly decrease the activity, as its removal gives a 0.6 log improvement in activity (compound 4). This is in agreement with the observed structure, as this moiety has virtually no direct interactions with the binding site. However, we note that this chemical group is incorporated for pharmacokinetic benefit (26) . The amino substituent at position 2 of the benzimidazole is key; removal of this one moiety (compound 5) leads to a 2.6 log reduction in activity, highlighting the importance of the interaction with D486 (Fig. 4C) . The importance of this contact is further established by the dramatic 3.4 log reduction in antiviral activity observed for TMC353121 against a virus bearing the D486N resistance-associated mutation. Finally, the observed interaction between the pyridine hydroxyl and D200 is consistent with the 1.3 log drop in activity observed for the methoxy analog (compound 6).
Binding of TMC353121 Stabilizes the 6HB. To understand the functional impact of the observed disturbance of natural 6HB formation by TMC353121, we investigated the influence of the compound on the stability of the 6HB. We used a thermal shift assay to measure the melting temperature (T m ) of both the apo and TMC353121-bound complexes and found that the T m of the TMC353121-bound complex increases by 7°C (58 ± 2°C versus 51 ± 1°C for N52/C39; P < 0.025). Thus, binding of TMC353121 stabilizes the 6HB. This qualitative indication of tight binding is consistent with the photo affinity labeling results, which implicate the involvement of both HR1 and HR2 in TMC353121 binding, as well as with the crystallographic result, which shows direct binding interactions between TMC353121 and both HR1 and HR2.
When the binding of a fixed concentration of FITC-labeled C39 (FITC-C39) to IQN57 was measured in a 6HB formation ELISA, we found that binding of FITC-C39 increases with increasing concentrations of TMC353121 (Fig. 5A, path 1; Fig. 5B ), again consistent with the other observations that TMC353121 stabilizes the 6HB. In contrast, FITC-C39 binding is not enhanced when TMC353121 is incubated with IQN57 first and unbound compound is washed out before FITC-C39 administration (Fig. 5A,  path 2; Fig. 5B ). This again suggests that TMC353121 does not bind to the isolated HR1 hydrophobic pockets. Finally, when FITC-C39 is allowed to bind and form a 6HB with IQN57 prior to incubation with TMC353121, no influence on FITC-C39 binding is observed up to 30 min after compound administration (Fig. 5A,  path 3; Fig. 5B ). This result indicates that the binding of TMC353121 to a preformed 6HB is a slow process, and it is therefore unlikely that the activity of the compound can be attributed to events that occur after 6HB formation.
Discussion
The lack of structural information on the binding modes of small-molecule inhibitors of 6HB formation that target the HR1-CTC has limited our understanding of the mechanism of inhibition of these compounds and has restricted our ability to apply structure-based design techniques to drug discovery in this area. It is generally believed that these inhibitors bind to three identical hydrophobic pockets of the HR1-CTC (9, 10, 24, 27-34). However, several reported observations suggest that binding of high affinity members of such small-molecule inhibitors of 6HB may be more complex. First, small molecule inhibitors of HIV-1 6HB formation shown to prevent HR2 association and believed to bind to the HR1-CTC hydrophobic pockets all suffer from limited potency (29) (30) (31) (32) . Second, small organic building blocks covalently coupled to an HIV-1 HR2-derived sequence enhanced activity by 20-fold (33, 34) , although the building blocks alone, which on the basis of the coupled sequences were predicted to occupy the HR1-CTC hydrophobic pockets, did not display any observable activity. Third, structural analysis of the HR1-CTC hydrophobic pockets by ourselves (26) and others (28) suggests that potent inhibition of fusion is unlikely to result solely from binding of compounds to the relatively small and shallow HR1 pockets. BMS433771, for example, a potent small molecule RSV fusion inhibitor shown to bind to the HR1 hydrophobic pockets, shows surprisingly weak binding affinity given its observed antiviral potency (27) . Consideration of these observations, in conjunction with the binding mode observed for TMC353121, suggests that interactions with both heptad repeats may be a general requirement for high affinity binding of these small-molecule inhibitors of 6HB formation. This has implications for the discovery of new such inhibitors of 6HB formation in viruses that use class I fusion proteins, both in terms of structure-based design and assay development.
Our results demonstrate that, rather than completely preventing 6HB formation, binding of TMC353121 involves the formation of a distorted 6HB bundle, with TMC353121 sandwiched between HR1 and HR2 at the end of the 6HB distal to where the two fusing membranes are brought together. The complex structure also shows that the interaction of HR2 with the HR1-CTC, C-terminal to D486, is similar to that of the apo 6HB structure (10). This is Fig. 4 . Binding mode and interaction map of TMC353121 and effect of the D486N mutation on the interactions. Binding mode of TMC353121 in the complete 6HB (A). The RSV 6HB is composed of three central HR1 helices (green surface) surrounded by three antiparallel HR2 helices (blue surface). The 6HB axis is tilted approximately 45 degrees from the plane of the page. Superimposition of the TMC353121 cocrystal structure with the 1G2C RSV 6HB crystal structure (B). The HR1 and HR2 helices of the cocrystal structure are dark green and blue, respectively, and the HR1 and HR2 helices from the 1G2C 6HB structure are shown in salmon and lilac, respectively. Displacement of sidechains by TMC353121 is indicated by orange arrows. Interaction map of TMC353121 with its 6HB target site (C). H-bonds are drawn as black dotted lines. Distances (Å) between interacting atoms are in black. TMC353121 makes a π-π stacking interaction with Y198. Residues from two neighboring HR1 or HR1' and HR2 helices are indicated in green and blue, respectively. Effect of the HR2 resistance mutation D486N on electrostatic interactions in the TMC353121-bound 6HB complex (D). HR1 or HR1' and HR2 residues are indicated in dark green and blue, respectively, and the calculated protein surface of HR1 and HR2 in transparent green and blue, respectively. HR2 residue 486 that causes resistance against TMC353121 upon mutation is shown in red. Orange arrows indicate hydrogen bonds. TMC353121 is colored by atom type (carbon = gray; oxygen = red; nitrogen = blue).
intriguing from a mechanistic point of view, because it may indicate that TMC353121 binding does not prevent the membranes from being apposed. The current model of paramyxoviral fusion predicts that the viral membrane is brought close to the host cell membrane by refolding of the fusion protein from a "prehairpin" to a "hairpin" conformation (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) . In agreement with this model, in SV5 and HIV-1 it has been shown that membrane merger and stable pore formation are coupled directly to 6HB formation (7, 8) , suggesting that the energy required for these late stage fusion events may come from 6HB formation. The mechanistic details of HR2 association with the HR1-CTC are currently not understood, and the possibility that the observed distorted 6HB in the presence of bound TMC353121 is an artifact of cocrystallizing the compound with separate HR1 and HR2 peptides instead of the fulllength fusion protein cannot be excluded. However, if one envisions 6HB formation as the closing of a zipper beginning at the membrane proximal end and progressing toward the end at which the HR1 hydrophobic pockets are located, as suggested previously (28) , a possible mechanism of inhibition can be derived from the observed TMC353121 binding mode. The presence of bound TMC353121 may disrupt the natural closing of the zipper by preventing interactions of (at least) the last four N-terminal HR2 residues with the HR1-CTC. Consistent with this proposal is the observation that these residues provide a major contribution to the stability of the 6HB, as shown by the 100,000-fold affinity decrease resulting from their deletion (Fig. S3) ; binding of TMC353121 increases the stability of the 6HB despite eliminating these crucial interactions of HR2 with the HR1-CTC. Interference with the terminal part of the zipping process may prevent the formation of a fusion-competent conformation of the fusion protein and/or may disturb the timing of 6HB formation required for stable pore formation. Complete delineation of the mechanistic details of this phenomenon requires further research. However, based on our current data, it appears that high affinity small-molecule inhibitors of 6HB formation act by stabilizing unnatural and nonproductive 6HB conformations rather than simply preventing 6HB formation.
The binding mode of TMC353121 provides a molecular explanation for the selection of the D486N resistance mutation. Because the sidechain of D486 forms a hydrogen bond with TMC353121 and an additional intramolecular hydrogen bond, D486N likely destabilizes the interaction with TMC353121, consistent with our observation of reduced binding of [ 125 I] TMC449962 to IQN57 with D486N-C39. Reduced affinity for TMC353121 is consistent with the reduction in susceptibility observed for the D486N mutant virus. The observed binding mode of TMC353121 does not explain the K394R and S398L mutations in the globular loop region. However, resistance mutations in fusion protein regions distinct from the binding site of fusion inhibitors have previously been described in RSV (24, 28, 42) , as well as in other viruses including measles virus (45) , arenavirus (37) or influenza A (38) . In these viruses it has been demonstrated that these mutations alter the stability of the fusion protein to reestablish optimal viral fusion kinetics (37, 45 -47) .
In summary, our results describe the binding mode of a smallmolecule inhibitor of 6HB formation in RSV, extending our understanding of how viral fusion can be effectively inhibited. This information should fuel the discovery of other entry inhibitors targeting viruses that use class 1 fusion proteins. . The bars present tha data generated with three different experimental 6HB ELISA designs (orange = path 1; blue = path 2; green = path 3). Interaction between FITC-C39 and the HR1-CTC in the absence of TMC353121 was set at 100% (positive control), and the relative HR2 interaction with the HR1-CTC in the other conditions was normalized to this positive control condition. Values are from three independent experiments. P values and 95% confidence intervals are listed in Table S2 .
Materials and Methods
6HB Complex Crystallization. N52 was produced by expressing the proteinase K resistant core of the HR1 region (10) as a fusion construct with Smt3 (50) and cleavage by a Ulp1 protease. C39 was chemically synthesized (Abgent). N52/C39 hexameric complex was prepared by mixing the C-peptide at a 1.1 molar excess with N52 solution yielding approximately 500 μM (15 mg/mL) N/C hexamers. TMC353121 was added to aliquots of the N52/C39 hexamer in a threefold molar excess to peptide binding sites. Crystallization was performed at room temperature by vapor diffusion. Equal volumes of N52/C39/TMC353121 solution and precipitant solution were combined. The structure was determined by molecular replacement using 1G2C as a search model (10) . The ligand was unambiguously built into σ A -weighted (51) F obs -F calc electron density maps.
Photoaffinity Labeling of Synthetic F 1 Peptides. Affinity labeling was performed by mixing 25 μM concentrations of peptide in binding buffer (PBS + 5% DMSO + 10% glycerol + an additional 100 mM NaCl) with 10 nM [ 125 I] TMC429962 (50 nM stock, 2000 Ci/mmol in methanol). Samples were irradiated for 15 min with long wave UV light (λ = 365 nm).
A detailed description of all experimental procedures is available in the SI Materials and Methods.
